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This, the last IC TIG newsletter of 2022, and my last 
column as IC TIG 2022 Chair, is different. Normally, 
I might be expected to write a retrospective of my 
year, the progress we made towards the Goals 
I laid out. But that path feels wrong.  In stepping 
up to ensure this combined November/December 
newsletter gets out in light of Laurie’s passing, 
I have become viscerally aware of how darned 
amazing Laurie was in reliably putting out a lovely, 
content rich edition every month. I feel ever more 
thankful for having known and worked with Laurie. 
With that backdrop, I want to use my final real 
estate as Chair to publicly thank every member of 
the 2022 IC TIG Leadership team. All of you in the IC 
TIG should know just how wonderful these people 
are and how supported I have felt as your 2022 IC 
TIG Chair. 

IC TIG CHAIR COLUMN

Laurie Jones Neighbors. 

As most of you know by now, our friend, 
colleague and newsletter editor Laurie Jones 
Neighbors passed away unexpectedly last 
month. Her obituary in the San Francisco 
Chronicle is here (possibly still temporarily 
behind a paywall) and on the next page you 
can see a graphic containing some of the 
many sentiments expressed about Laurie in 
the holding space gathering we held upon 
learning of her passing.

MASTERMIND GROUPS

2023 Mastermind Group Registration is NOW 
OPEN until January 6th! Register here to be 
part of a free peer mentoring group focused 
on business challenges. Groups will be 
formed and kick-off in mid- to late-January. 

https://www.sfchronicle.com/sf/article/Laurie-Jones-Neighbors-who-s-40-year-search-17607179.php
https://www.sfchronicle.com/sf/article/Laurie-Jones-Neighbors-who-s-40-year-search-17607179.php
https://forms.gle/iNM6MagCQCaGrLaD7
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Nathan Browning. 
Nathan has been a super reliable and proactive 
Social Media Chair this year. It was so nice to 
always know he was on top of things! Whenever 
I put out an email asking for something from 
the team, Nathan was invariably one of the first 
to respond. Nathan has had a hand in many of 
our 2022 behind the scenes activities, including 
notably, the Professional Development sub-
committee. This group has made sure that all IC 
TIGgers know what is going on and how to take 
advantage of what the IC TIG has to offer. Thus, 
it is only natural that for this newsletter Nathan 
has produced a column highlighting many of the 
offerings and services your IC TIG has supported 
this year. Many of these offerings continue into 
2023 so check it out! 

Jessica Pugil and Matteah 
Reppart have made a stalwart team this 
year as Program Co-Chairs. Having held that 
position myself I know just how dedicated and 
effective they were. With all the changes in 
AEA’s systems and processes this year, and the 
weirdness related to transitioning back to an 
in-person conference, Jessica and Matteah 
rocked it, getting our program pulled together 
every step of the way, from the very first Call for 
submissions, right through the final conference 
session logistics. I thank them from the bottom 
of my heart for their persistence in the face of all 
the unpredictability this past year. 

Matteah has completed her two year 
stint as Program Co-Chair and I will miss her 
calm and steady presence in our meetings. I’m 
glad to know that Jessica will be here next 
year to pass on her learnings to whoever our 

new Program Co-Chair is. Please check out 
Matteah and Jessica’s column recapping the 
diverse and meaningful contributions related 
to this year’s AEA Conference. 

Nina Sabarre. 
After 5 years as part of the IC TIG leadership 
team, Nina is stepping away to focus on her 
growing business, but I don’t expect she will 
be too far. Nina contributed so much to the 
IC TIG during her tenure as Chair that it was 
a bit intimidating to follow in her footsteps. 
In addition to spearheading the IC TIG 
Mastermind Groups, Nina stepped up and 
stepped in when our Chair at the time, the 
dynamic Melissa Mercer-Tachick, became 
seriously ill. I have learned a lot from Nina 
about so many things. I’ll get all weird and 
tongue-tangled if I tried to say more. Nina has 
shared her Reflections later in this Newsletter. 
Read her words and thank Nina next time you 
see her.

Mindelyn Anderson. 
The IC TIG Chairs (Incoming, Current, Outgoing) 
form a Chair Sandwich. It has been a pleasure 
and joy to work with Mindelyn for the past 3 
years first as Program Co-Chairs, then as part 
of the Sandwich. Mindelyn and I have different 
temperaments and I have relied on her wisdom 
many times. Mindelyn inspires me to be a 
better me. Mindelyn is one darned impressive 
woman personally and professionally and 
I’m glad to be able to call her Colleague and 
Friend. I cannot be more happy to be passing 
on the Current Chair part of the Sandwich to 
Mindelyn. For additional insight into your new 
Chair, check out her column in this issue.
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Nathan Browning, Founder 
and Principal, Kiaer Research

IC TIG RESOURCES IN 2022

The IC TIG is blessed with a plethora of professional 
development and collective resource opportunities. 
We really do rely on one another quite a bit 
despite our “independent” moniker. Here are some 
highlights of the varying TIG resources from 2022:

IC Topic Chats

Once again in 2022, Matt Feldmann and his team 
at Goshen Education Consulting organized weekly 
professional development topics by and for 
independent consultants. Their team uploads these 
presentations to Youtube for us all to review: https://
www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLdApYBAa8q_
LSnVgC9aQ-JWzUykASaeJJ

Now a staple of our IC community, these chats 
started during the early pandemic in 2020. On 
behalf of the IC TIG leadership team, we thank Matt 
and his team for continuing to host this venue, 
free of charge, for the betterment of our collective 
practice as independent consultants.

Deliverables from the 
Professional Development 
Committee

If you don’t know already, three deliverables came 
from the professional development committee 
this year: a TIG calendar (crowdsourced), a 
more comprehensive member directory, and a 
Resource Archive for ICs (also crowdsourced). 
Find the deliverables here.

Special thank yous to all of our active participants 
that made these deliverables possible: Tamara 
Hamai, Amy Schlotthauer, Amanda Klein, Matt 
Feldmann, Jenna Sethi, Sevinç Rende, Regina 
Ciphrah, Alli Shurilla, Vidhya Shanker, Tina Phillips 
Johnson, Lina Cherfas, Amy Germuth, and Robin 
Taylor. Apologies if anyone was missed!

The Melissa Mercer-Tachick 
Emergency Support Program

“While we are Independent Consultants, we are 
also a COMMUNITY. While we share professional 
interests, we also hold in common our collective 
humanity. We are here to refine, strengthen, and 
inspire each other. But we are also here to support, 
lift, and bear each other’s burdens when needed 
most.” - IC TIG MMT Program Announcement

While we did have generous TIG members offer 
their support to those seeking help, we did not 
see any requests for support. We hope that this 
is because of a lack of need for support rather 
than a lack of awareness of the program. Both 
forms will remain open in perpetuity for those that 
may need assistance, and the TIG Leadership will 
continue to monitor both forms as needed.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLdApYBAa8q_LSnVgC9aQ-JWzUykASaeJJ
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLdApYBAa8q_LSnVgC9aQ-JWzUykASaeJJ
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLdApYBAa8q_LSnVgC9aQ-JWzUykASaeJJ
https://comm.eval.org/independentconsulting/ourdiscussiongroup/viewthread?GroupId=187&MessageKey=42da9b60-0d36-4e47-9b25-dd4f8278d2b3&CommunityKey=0585b96d-8f7e-44c0-99d4-9b6572be2b2d&tab=digestviewer
https://comm.eval.org/independentconsulting/discussion/tig-website-updates
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TxyNw_uEbo0K_ZbJSouhDGubBSSzam09/view
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1g0CkVBeRcgAzPEJfLaTOSRDW_FmyZ3ESO-GEYaBo3ro/viewform?edit_requested=true
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1g0CkVBeRcgAzPEJfLaTOSRDW_FmyZ3ESO-GEYaBo3ro/viewform?edit_requested=true
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1LAMJSKFHg39YeG-zO2BQT_u_HWeH8mAFDwLjnTRG_zI/viewform?edit_requested=true
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Matteah Reppart, 
Founder & Principal 
Consultant, Proponents 
LLC 

IT WAS A GOOD YEAR FOR IC TIGERS AT EVAL22!!

Jessica Pugil, Principal & 
Founder, Working Partner 
LLC

Big shout out to our IC TIG members 
who presented at the conference this 
year, and to our amazing colleagues 
who offered their time and wisdom to 
review EVAL22 conference submissions 
this year.

We had 24 IC TIG members who gave their time 
and wisdom to review more than 20 conference 
submissions this year. (Another thirteen 
members offered to review, but we already 
had enough reviewers!). Each person reviewed 
3-4 proposals, providing multiple perspectives 
and providing important integrity to the review 
process. Out of this process came 13 diverse 
and interesting sessions that were presented 
this year.

2022 IC TIG SURVEY RESULTS

Check out a sneak peek at our IC TIG Survey 
Results on the IC TIG website. Early in 2023 we 
will be looking for volunteers who would like to 
perform additional analysis on the data. If you 
are interested, please contact 
Lisa (lisa@lisakacz.com) 
or Mindelyn (mindelyn@mirrorgroupllc.com)

https://comm.eval.org/independentconsulting/home
mailto:lisa%40lisakacz.com?subject=
mailto:mailto:mindelyn%40mirrorgroupllc.com?subject=
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Thank you to all of our reviewers
Catherine Humphries Brown 

Charmagne Campbell-Patton  

Chelsea Horvath

Dawn Valentine   

Emily Brennan    

Gwenn Grondal

J.R. Moller   

Jennifer Bellville   

Kathleen Doll

Jessica Aungst Weitzel  

Julianne Manchester   

Lauren Hopkins

Komani Lundquist Cedano 

Lina Cherfas    

Matt Feldmann

Melanie Hwalek   

Min Ma     

Monique liston

Nathan Browning  

Norma Martinez-Rubin   

Susan McKelvey

Tamara Hamai   

Tina Johnson    

William Pate

It was a good year for IC TIGers at Eval22!! 
 
Matteah Reppart, Founder & Principal Consultant, Proponents LLC  
Jessica Pugil, Principal & Founder, Working Partner LLC 
 
Big shout out to our IC TIG members who presented at the conference this year, and to our 
amazing colleagues who offered their time and wisdom to review EVAL22 conference 
submissions this year. 
 
We had 24 IC TIG members who gave their time and wisdom to review more than 20 
conference submissions this year. (Another thirteen members offered to review, but we already 
had enough reviewers!). Each person reviewed 3-4 proposals, providing multiple perspectives 
and providing important integrity to the review process. Out of this process came 13 diverse and 
interesting sessions that were presented this year. 
 

THANK YOU to all of our reviewers 
Catherine Humphries Brown Charmagne Campbell-Patton  Chelsea Horvath 
Dawn Valentine   Emily Brennan    Gwenn Grondal 
J.R. Moller   Jennifer Bellville   Kathleen Doll 
Jessica Aungst Weitzel  Julianne Manchester   Lauren Hopkins 
Komani Lundquist Cedano Lina Cherfas    Matt Feldmann 
Melanie Hwalek   Min Ma     Monique liston 
Nathan Browning  Norma Martinez-Rubin   Susan McKelvey 
Tamara Hamai   Tina Johnson    William Pate 
 
And to our IC TIG members who presented at the conference. 
 

 
 
In addition to our sessions, we had a great turnout to our IC TIG table at the AEA TIG Fair; thank 
you to everyone coming by!  In addition to seeing long-time IC TIG members who popped by to 

In addition to our sessions, we 
had a great turnout to our IC TIG 
table at the AEA TIG Fair; thank 
you to everyone coming by!  In 
addition to seeing long-time 
IC TIG members who popped 
by to catch up (it had been so 
long!), we were happy to talk 
with some 15 new potential 
members about the benefits 
of participating in the TIG.  We 
hope everyone who came by 
joins our wonderful community! 
If you have friends or colleagues 
who could benefit from 
being a member of a vibrant 
professional community, please 
encourage them to join the TIG. 

The IC TIG Table was busy too!

We had a great turnout to our IC TIG table at the EVAL22 TIG Fair; thank you to everyone coming by!  In addition to 
seeing long-time IC TIG members who popped by to catch up (it had been so long!), we were happy to talk with 
some 15 new potential members about the benefits of participating in the TIG.  We hope everyone who came by 
joins our wonderful community! If you have friends or colleagues who could benefit from being a member of a 
vibrant professional community, please encourage them to join the TIG. 

And to our IC TIG members who presented at the conference.
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FIVE TAKEAWAYS AFTER FIVE YEARS ON IC TIG 
LEADERSHIP TEAM

Nina Sabarre, PhD, 
Founder + CEO of 
Intention 2 Impact

Five years ago, I attended my first 
Independent Consulting TIG annual 
meeting at the 2017 AEA Conference in 
Washington, DC. It was one year after I 
“stumbled” into independent consulting 
aftering leaving my full-time job to 
pursue my PhD. At the time, consulting 
wasn’t really on my radar. I started taking 
on subcontracts to get me through grad 
school; and what started as a side-hustle 
quickly turned into my calling.

I still remember what it felt like attending the IC TIG 
meeting at AEA and finding my “people.” Within the 
sea of professional evaluators across many sectors and 
disciplines, there was a welcoming community of doers, 
dreamers, and misfits who claimed their independence. 
I felt seen and validated. Just like others in the IC TIG, 
I did not fit into a box of a single genre or position in 
the field. I was still finding my professional self and 
wanted to do a little bit of everything — on my own 
terms and timeline. As you can imagine, this spirit was 
not particularly encouraged in graduate school, where 
grades, requirements, and research called the shots.

After joining the IC TIG, I saw firsthand what is possible 
when you take initiative, find your voice, and collaborate 
with like-minded consultants to do meaningful and 
impactful work. 

I would have never transformed my little side-hustle 
into a thriving small business without this community. 

Thank you for trusting and empowering me to serve 
in various leadership roles over the past five years (2 
years as social media chair, 1 year as incoming chair, 
1 year as a chair, and 1 year as outgoing chair). I’m 
taking a break from the leadership team to create 
space for new dreamers, doers, and misfits — just like 
others did for me. 

However, I promise I’ll continue to be an active member 
and you all know where to find me if you ever want to 
talk shop, nerd out, commiserate, or celebrate. I am 
always in your corner. 
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For now, I will leave you with five takeaways from 
my past five years of service: 

1. Energy is contagious. 
As consultants, we are all strapped for time. When 
you’re on the edge of burnout, the last thing you 
want to do is volunteer. However, being part of the IC 
TIG leadership team over the past five years never 
felt like a chore. Even when time is limited, energy is 
contagious. I loved showing up for monthly meetings 
and putting my energy into organizing mastermind 
groups, writing newsletter columns, and planning 
events. The collective energy of this TIG kept me 
going. 

2. “We are humans first, 
professionals second.” 
This is a quote from Matteah Spencer Reppart 
(Program Co-Chair), who has a gift of uplifting 
humanity in the darkest times. The past five years 
have been the most challenging (and fulfilling) 
years of my life. Since joining the TIG five years ago, 
I completed my PhD program, launched Intention 
2 Impact, lived through the (ongoing) pandemic, 
experienced deep inner healing, began my journey 
unlearning/learning how to be anti-racist, and lost 
two IC TIG leadership members, among many other 
personal changes. I am still devastated about the 
loss of Melissa and Laurie. As women evalpreneurs 
who put their people and values before all else, they 
were both role models in my life. I am incredibly 
grateful to have served in leadership roles alongside 
them, and will carry lessons from each of them in my 
work and life. 

3. Leadership is about holding space. 
I know that I am not alone in experiencing hardships 
and turmoil over the past five years. Serving on 
the IC TIG leadership team, I quickly learned that 
leadership is not about solving problems or advising 
others through hard times. It is simply about holding 

the space. Good leaders inspire others through 
their actions and provide space, opportunities, 
and time for people to heal, grow, and thrive. 
My biggest legacy in the IC TIG was starting 
mastermind groups in 2020. Masterminds are 
small peer groups (4-5 members) of independent 
consultants who meet regularly to discuss 
challenges, hold each other accountable, and 
celebrate the highs and lows of business. If you 
are interested in joining a group, registration 
for 2023 is open now until January 6th. 
REGISTER HERE. 

4. The most effective business 
strategy is kindness. 
In this industry, everyone will tell you that word-
of-mouth and referrals are the best business 
development strategy. There are so many 
talented practitioners in the field - at the end of 
the day, people want to work with people that 
they like, enjoy, and trust. In my book, kindness is 
the most effective business strategy. 

5. Gratitude fuels momentum. 
I want to say thank you again for the opportunity to 
be part of this community and serve in leadership 
roles. I am ever grateful for all the support and 
collaboration I’ve experienced since being part of 
this TIG, and am committed to paying it forward. I 
truly believe that I would not be where I am today 
without this community, and I am channeling 
that gratitude into momentum going into the 
new year. 

EFFUSIVELY,

Nina
PS. If you’ve enjoyed my newsletter musings 
over the years, feel free to subscribe to Intention 
2 Impact’s monthly newsletter, Heart-2-Heat. 

http://www.intention2impact.com/
http://www.intention2impact.com/
https://forms.gle/iNM6MagCQCaGrLaD7
https://confirmsubscription.com/h/y/F095FBD2FE0ACDAD
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INCOMING CHAIR COLUMN: FOR LEADERSHIP, 
LIBERATION AND LOVE

Almost a year ago today following #Eval21, Laurie 
Jones Neighbors and I sent cross emails to one 
another encouraging the other to run for the 
American Evaluation Association Independent 
Consulting (IC) Topical Interest Group (TIG) Chair 
position.

As anyone who knows Laurie can certainly 
understand, she is gifted with the power of 
persuasion and talented with the ability to build up 
others. So at her persistent insistence, I submitted 
the following Statement of Interest, TIG members 
submitted their ballots, and I was elected to begin 
a 3-year term in the “chair sandwich” of Chair-
Elect, Chair, and Past-Chair. 

Today I share that statement below for three 
reasons.

1. To continue to honor Laurie’s memory and 
share the long-lasting legacy and influence 
for the greater good that she has left for so 
many of us to carry on.

2. To encourage current IC TIG members to cast 
your votes for the 2023 Board.

3. To provide a preview of our IC TIG anchoring 
themes for 2023.

Matteah Reppart, 
Founder & Principal 
Mindelyn Anderson, 
Founder + Principal of 
Mirror Group LLC

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/eval21
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ljneighbors?miniProfileUrn=urn%3Ali%3Afs_miniProfile%3AACoAAAIZBGkBCmf_FRrJwHbqOSRmhhz19KSigPE
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ljneighbors?miniProfileUrn=urn%3Ali%3Afs_miniProfile%3AACoAAAIZBGkBCmf_FRrJwHbqOSRmhhz19KSigPE
https://www.linkedin.com/company/american-evaluation-association/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdDzo9wJX4EJgej9Wql2yjtD7fP3eAU76_7MeDDxi4AqHWPSw/viewform?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdDzo9wJX4EJgej9Wql2yjtD7fP3eAU76_7MeDDxi4AqHWPSw/viewform?usp=sharing
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Statement of Interest
Hello, I am Mindelyn Anderson, Ph.D., Founder + Principal of Mirror Group LLC and outgoing IC TIG Program 
Co-Chair. My interest to serve as Chair-Elect of our TIG comes out of three Ls—leadership, liberation, and 
love—that I seek to deepen in the TIG. As such, my statement of interest is really 3 curiosities/invitations that 
I invite all of us to consider.

Why are we here? Leadership. As ICs we are the vanguard, we set the stage for what’s next, we shine our 
lights, meet the moments, and we are standard bearers for what is so great about AEA and what sets apart 
as the best TIG in the land. Our leadership—in our own work, in our teams, in our profession—is second to none. 
It is this reality that has brought us to the TIG. We sharpen one another, we are interdependent, we lead as 
we climb.

So, why are we here? Liberation. As independent consultants, solopreneurs, and small business and 
cooperative owners we are the canaries in the mine. We are the first who experienced the pinch, the 
suffocation, the cave in of the 20th Century golden cage of a “stable job” in a “highly regarded organization” 
and learned that there was an uneven exchange at hand. Our liberation—a belief that there was more to our 
vocation than checking the boxes and towing the line—led us to seek something new. We dream, we vision, 
we innovate outside of the box.

So really, why are we here? Love. As ICs we are intimately aware that we are interdependent, collaborative 
human beings. We thrive in community with one another. We fellowship with peers, pour into mentees, and 
fill our cups at the knees of mentors. Our love—by Webster’s definition a deeply intense feeling of affection, 
a great interest and pleasure. We like one another, we enjoy each other very much, we hold one another in 
care for our whole selves.

I see us for who we are. I will hold these truths and more as your Chair-Elect, Chair, and 
Past-Chair over the next 3 years. So cast your votes, and please join me on the board, as we 
continue to nurture what others before us have built and others after us will refine.

Photo Credit Lisa Kaczmarczyk

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mindelyn-anderson?miniProfileUrn=urn%3Ali%3Afs_miniProfile%3AACoAAAW5ejUBZDX2TFCbfPERcL_RtyTM1ZTxTYI
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mirror-group-llc/

